
 NIGHT 4 A NURSE
OUTDOOR CINEMA PRIZE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. The competition is open to residents in Barrow, Dalton, Askam and
Ulverston, Cumbria aged 18 years or over
2. The prize includes the full package (worth £100) including: Screen,
Projector, Speakers, Chairs, Blankets, Cushions, Lights, Projector
table, Fire stick and hard drive with movies, 6 comfy inflatable chairs,
Snack crate and popcorn holders. 
* For information Under the Stars recommend using this in an
evening as you really need it to be dark! (9/10ish in summer months!)
And it needs to be on grass as it needs to be pegged in! 
* You get the set up over night so you can enjoy many movies once
the sun has gone down, we politely ask that you take in all electrical
equipment and the screen at the end of your movie viewing (10 mins
of your time) 
* The size of the projector is 488cm wide, 198cm depth and 320cm
high! 
* If for some reason the weather is bad on the day we will work with
you to sort another day. 
3. The hire night is subject to availability and date to be agreed with
Under The Stars Bell Tent Hire, Cumbria
4. The winner must have completed the steps in the social media
posts.
5. The competition will be run across other events and activities in
2021 and featured on our website and social media
6. You can have more than one entry per person across other events
7. The competition closing date is 31st December 2021, the winner
will be announced shortly after.
8. No cash prize alternative
9. Prize draw winner will be randomly selected
10. We may ask the winner to take part in publicity 

 

Thank you to Under The Stars Bell Tent Hire for
supporting St Mary's Hospice with this fabulous prize!

Don't miss out - 
sign up to our Fundraising events now! 
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